
Vision Statement and Objectives for Vision Statement and Objectives for 
Enterprise Data ManagementEnterprise Data Management

VisionVision -- Evolve data management (DM) to reflect Evolve data management (DM) to reflect 
an enterprise level dataan enterprise level data--centric culture.centric culture.

ObjectivesObjectives
1.1. Proactive involvement as a stakeholder in the Proactive involvement as a stakeholder in the 

definition of the enterprise architecture as well definition of the enterprise architecture as well 
as addressing evolving product, program, and as addressing evolving product, program, and 
data lifecycles data lifecycles 

2.2. Implementation flexibility in DM processes to Implementation flexibility in DM processes to 
leverage emerging technology capabilities such leverage emerging technology capabilities such 
as modelas model--based project management and based project management and 
engineeringengineering

3.3. Provide applicationProvide application--independent data assets, independent data assets, 
data strings, and informationdata strings, and information



Plan ForwardPlan Forward

1.1. Utilize the wiki as a tool to capture, Utilize the wiki as a tool to capture, 
collaborate, and publish products.collaborate, and publish products.

2.2. Establish a steering group to provide Establish a steering group to provide 
focus, leadership, and wiki moderation. focus, leadership, and wiki moderation. 

3.3. Establish a working group to address Establish a working group to address 
relevant topics over the next 12relevant topics over the next 12--18 18 
months.months.

4.4. Decompose the broad objectives into Decompose the broad objectives into 
shortshort--term prioritized products and tasks.term prioritized products and tasks.

5.5. Recognize and address challenges. Recognize and address challenges. 
6.6. Define a strategy to fulfill the vision Define a strategy to fulfill the vision 

(strategic plan). (strategic plan). 



Steering GroupSteering Group
RolesRoles --
1.1. Facilitate and establish business processes for Facilitate and establish business processes for 

the working groupthe working group
2.2. Assign moderators for wiki contentAssign moderators for wiki content
3.3. Prioritize development activities Prioritize development activities 

MembersMembers::
1.1. Boeing_AL Boeing_AL -- Eddie LetsonEddie Letson
2.2. PEO Missiles & Space_AL PEO Missiles & Space_AL –– Michael FulkersonMichael Fulkerson
3.3. Boeing_AL Boeing_AL –– Bob Burdeshaw Bob Burdeshaw 
4.4. MSFC/NASA_AL MSFC/NASA_AL –– Kandy HaydenKandy Hayden
5.5. BAE Systems_NH BAE Systems_NH –– Larry DesSureault?? Larry DesSureault?? 
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